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Developing solutions for Microsoft Azure
(Microsoft MS AZ-204)
Official course AZ-204T00, exam preparation
Hands-on course of 5 days - 35h
Ref.: DSA - Price 2024: CHF3 900 (excl. taxes)

TRAINER QUALIFICATIONS
The experts leading the training are
specialists in the covered subjects.
They have been approved by our
instructional teams for both their
professional knowledge and their
teaching ability, for each course
they teach. They have at least five
to ten years of experience in their
field and hold (or have held)
decision-making positions in
companies.

ASSESSMENT TERMS
The trainer evaluates each
participant’s academic progress
throughout the training using
multiple choice, scenarios, hands-
on work and more.
Participants also complete a
placement test before and after the
course to measure the skills they’ve
developed.

TEACHING AIDS AND
TECHNICAL RESOURCES
• The main teaching aids and
instructional methods used in the
training are audiovisual aids,
documentation and course material,
hands-on application exercises and
corrected exercises for practical
training courses, case studies and
coverage of real cases for training
seminars.
• At the end of each course or
seminar, ORSYS provides
participants with a course
evaluation questionnaire that is
analysed by our instructional teams.
• A check-in sheet for each half-day
of attendance is provided at the end
of the training, along with a course
completion certificate if the trainee
attended the entire session.

TERMS AND DEADLINES
Registration must be completed 24
hours before the start of the
training.

ACCESSIBILITY FOR
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Do you need special accessibility
accommodations? Contact Mrs.
Fosse, Disability Manager, at psh-
accueil@ORSYS.fr to review your
request and its feasibility.

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
At the end of the training, the trainee will be able to:

Create Azure functions, implement and manage
web apps

Develop solutions using Azure storage

Implement authentication, authorization, and
security for their solutions

Learn to connect to and use Azure services and
third-party services

Know how to include templates based on events
and messages into the solutions

Learn how to monitor, troubleshoot, and optimize
Azure solutions

Select an appropriate cloud technology solution

Create and manage background features in your
app

Understand how to deploy your solution using
virtual machines or containerized solutions

TEACHING METHODS

Training delivered in French. Official
Microsoft course materials (digital
MOC) in English.

CERTIFICATION
If you pass the exam, you’ll earn
Microsoft Certified Azure Developer
Associate certification.

THE PROGRAMME
last updated: 06/2022

1) Creating Azure App Service web apps
- Basic concepts of the Azure application service.
- Creating a web app with the Azure App Service.
- Configuration and monitoring of App Service applications.
- Scaling up App Service applications.
- Azure App Service transfer environments.
Hands-on work : Creating a web app on the Azure App Service platform. Various exercises
for configuring, upgrading, securing, and deploying on the App Service platform.

2) Implementing Azure functions
- Overview of Azure functions.
- Development of Azure functions.
- Implementation of durable functions.
Hands-on work : Creating a function app. Incorporating triggers and inputs/outputs into the
app.

3) Developing solutions using Azure Blob storage
- Basic concepts of Azure Blob storage.
- Lifecycle management of Azure Blob storage.
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- Use of Azure Blob storage.
Hands-on work : Creating a solution that uses Azure Blob storage, managing data
throughout the Blob storage lifecycle (hot/cool/archive), and using the client storage library
Azure Blob Storage to manage data and metadata.

4) Developing solutions that use Cosmos DB storage
- Overview of Azure Cosmos DB.
- Azure Cosmos DB data structure.
- Using Azure Cosmos DB resources and data.
Hands-on work : Creating a solution that uses Cosmos DB, creating Cosmos DB accounts,
creating databases, containers, and objects using a combination of the Azure portal and the
.NET SDK.

5) Implementing IaaS solutions
- Provisioning virtual machines in Azure.
- Creating and deploying ARM templates.
- Creating Docker images for solutions.
- Publishing images in Azure Container Registry.
- Creating and running images in Azure Container Instances.
Hands-on work : Creating a VM. Using ARM templates to automate resource deployment.
Creating and managing Docker images. Publishing an image in the Azure Container
Registry. Running a container in Azure Container Instances.

6) Implementing user authentication and authorization
- Microsoft Identity Platform v2.0.
- Authentication using the Microsoft authentication library.
- Using Microsoft Graph.
- Authorizing data operations in Azure Storage.
Hands-on work : Operating the Microsoft v2.0 identity platform. Managing authentication
and access to resources. Using the Microsoft Authentication Library and Microsoft Graph to
authenticate a user and retrieve information stored in Azure. Using shared access signatures.

7) implementing secure cloud solutions
- Managing keys, secrets, and certificates using the KeyVault API.
- Implementing managed identities for Azure resources.
- Securing the app’s configuration data using Azure App Configuration.
Hands-on work : Securing information like: Keys, secrets, certifications, and app
configuration information.

8) Implementing API management.
- Overview of API management.
- Defining strategies for APIs.
- Securing your APIs.
Hands-on work : Publishing API. Creating policies to manage information shared by the API.
Managing access to your APIs using the Azure API management service.

9) Developing Logic Apps.
- Overview of Azure Logic Apps.
- Creating custom connectors for Logic Apps.
Hands-on work : Using an Azure Logic app to program, automate, and orchestrate tasks,
business processes, etc.

10) Developing event-driven solutions
- Implementing solutions that use Azure Event Grid.
- Implementing solutions that use Azure Event Hubs.
- Implementing solutions that use Azure Notification Hubs.
Hands-on work : Creating an application with an event-driven architecture.
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11) Developing message-based solutions
- Implementing solutions that use Azure Service Bus.
- Installing solutions that use Azure Queue Storage queues.
Hands-on work : Creating an application with a message-based architecture.

12) Monitoring and optimizing Azure solutions
- Overview of monitoring in Azure.
- Instrumenting an application for monitoring.
- Analyzing and troubleshooting applications.
- Implementing code to handle transient faults.
Hands-on work : Implementing code for telemetry. Analyzing and troubleshooting an app.

13) Incorporating caching and content delivery
- Developing with Azure Redis Cache.
- Developing storage in CDN.
Hands-on work : Using different caching services to improve an app's performance.

DATES

REMOTE CLASS
2024 : 09 Sep, 18 Nov


